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		This book explores diversity in boardrooms to highlight the link between the heterogeneous dimensions of board diversity and their impact on the firms. The book provides a brief definition of corporate governance and focuses on the role and functions of the board of directors. The work contributes to the literature enriching the empirical findings about board diversity. After a deep review of the literature within several theoretical frameworks, such as agency, stakeholder, stewardship, resource dependence, and the institutional theory, the focus moves on the impact on financial performance. The board diversity effects are tested through an empirical analysis conducted on a sample of European listed companies, performing both a single and a joint diversity index analysis. Practitioners and academics will find this book particularly timely and useful as it combines both a review of the literature and robust empirical investigation.

	
		It will be an excellent reading for academics and practitioners interested in firm performance, corporate governance and stakeholder theory.
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Pro InfoPath 2007 (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2007
Pro InfoPath 2007 is an excellent book for developers trying to learn the scope and range of application forms that can be built with Microsoft Office InfoPath 2007. InfoPath is now in its 2nd generation and it enables the creation of rich desktop and web forms using XML technologies and allows gathering of structured, business-critical...
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Machine Audition: Principles, Algorithms and Systems (Premier Reference Source)IGI Global, 2010

	Machine audition is the field of the study of algorithms and systems for the automatic analysis and
	understanding of sound by machine. It plays an important role in many applications, such as automatic
	audio indexing for internet searching, robust speech recognition in un-controlled natural environment,
	untethered audio communication...
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From Still to Motion: A photographer's guide to creating video with your DSLR (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2010

	Book and accompanying DVD with over six hours of video training—all geared to teach you everything about shooting video with your DSLR

	

	With the arrival of high-definition video-enabled DSLR cameras, photographers are faced with an opportunity for creativity and a competitive edge in their field unlike...
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Evolutionary ComputationMIT Press, 2002
Choice Outstanding Academic Title, 2006
  
  Evolutionary computation, the use of evolutionary systems as computational processes for solving complex problems, is a tool used by computer scientists and engineers who want to harness the power of evolution to build useful new artifacts, by biologists interested in...
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Communication, Interpreting and Language in Wartime: Historical and Contemporary Perspectives (Palgrave Studies in Languages at War)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	
		This edited book provides a multi-disciplinary approach to the topics of translation and cross-cultural communication in times of war and conflict. It examines the historical and contemporary experiences of interpreters in war and in war crimes trials, as well as considering policy issues in communication difficulties in war-related...
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Microengineering of Metals and Ceramics: Part I: Design, Tooling, and Injection Molding (Advanced Micro and Nanosystems)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Microstructures, electronics, nanotechnology - these vast fields of research are growing together as the size gap narrows and many different materials are combined. Current research, engineering sucesses and newly commercialized products hint at the immense innovative potentials and future applications that open up once mankind controls shape and...
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